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Abstract - This paper studies the problem of Short-Term
Load Forecasting (STLF) for industrial customers. Since
they have a large impact on power consumption and a particular load demand, an accurate forecast is specially important. For this task we study the application of two neurofuzzy systems, FasArt and FasBack, in addition to other
techniques such as Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) with the
backpropagation (BP) learning algorithm, as well as standard statistical Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA) processes. The experimental study is performed
using real data provided by a major Spanish company. While
the most accurate predictions are achieved similarly with
FasBack and MLP, the former features easy knowledge extraction and on-line learning capabilities that make FasBack
a better choice.
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1

INTRODUCTION

HE recent deregulation of the electrical power market
for production and distribution in Spain, and other
EU countries, has changed the scenario of the sector. Now
electricity producers and suppliers are different companies, the latter buying power to producers in order to distribute it to final customers. An almost real-time power
spot market has been established, so electricity has turned
into a commodity to be traded at market prices [2]. A
power supplier needs to have an estimation of its load demand in order to buy energy in the spot market. Errors
in prediction will imply paying higher prices. In addition,
the prediction has to be done one day ahead, and for each
hour, every day. Therefore, the supply industry has an urgent need to forecast power consumption in order to be
competitive.
Although most emphasis in literature has been found
for aggregated power consumption [10], there is a special interest for short-term (STLF) with respect to specific
large and medium-size industrial customers. The factors
that affect the demand placed by a sole industrial customer
are significantly different. Among them, the most relevant
are production level, price scheme and vacations or days
off.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have been applied

to several power systems problems, short-term forecasting being one of the most typical. Most proposed models are based on MLP networks [10]. Statistical models,
like Box & Jenkins stochastic time series models [1], are
also widely used in the literature (see [11] for example).
Moreover, neuro-fuzzy systems are specially interesting
for this problem, since they can provide interpretable rules
from available data, while achieving satisfactory prediction results. Among these, FasArt and FasBack [4] are
two Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) [8] based neurofuzzy systems that have been applied to many engineering
tasks, including system identification [3] and control of
non-linear systems [7]. Their design allows them to perform well for non-linear, noisy, function identification [4].
Therefore, these models may be used for forecasting future values of load time series.
In addition to the use of these models for the actual
prediction, the forecasting method deals with several other
problems. First, available input variables must be detected. For industrial customers this is a tough issue, not
only because the demand of different customers is affected
by different variables, but specially because those related
to their production process will not be delivered due to
industrial privacy. We also perform a classification of customers, based on available information. Depending on this
classification, recommendations can be made concerning
the prediction technique, and the actual input variables to
be used.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 describe the proposed method for STLF, paying
special attention to characteristics that make FasArt and
FasBack systems suitable for this task, as well as how to
handle industrial customers load properties; section 3 discusses experimental results obtained using real data provided by Iberdrola S.A., a major Spanish power company.
Finally, section 4 presents the main conclusions and future
research.
2

THE PROPOSED FORECASTING METHOD

In this section, our proposed prediction scheme is explained. First, we outline the differences between aggregated and industrial customers load. Next, properties of
these customers are described, as well as the methodology
followed to deal with their load. Finally, the properties
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of FasArt and FasBack are addressed, specially those that
make them fit in the problem.
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2.1

Why STLF for industrial customers?

STLF solutions proposed in literature are focused on
aggregated load, i.e. the total load from all customers, including residential, commercial and medium and big-size
industrial customers [5]. Meteorological conditions (temperature, humidity, etc.), hour of day, day of week and
past load values are the factors most considered to affect
the aggregated load. Piras et al. [13] identified 32 different types of input variables reported in the literature.
However, a significant percentage of load demand is derived from medium and big-size customers, and factors
affecting the load are significantly different. Production
level, energy price and days off are the most relevant. On
the contrary, temperature is rarely important, since most
of the industrial energy consumption is due to production
machinery, and heating is marginal. Because of its peculiarities and the large impact in total demand, some power
suppliers would like to deal with industrial customers demand separately.
2.2

Properties of industrial customers load

In general, load curves presented by industrial customers can be modeled as a time series: current load demand depends on previous load values. Difficulties to apply this modeling arise from the fact that different customers may present totally different behaviors. In addition, the load curve is often noisy, non-linear and with
strong seasonal behavior. Furthermore, the load is affected
by exogenous variables such as days off and energy price.
,
, consists of hourly
The load curve,
spaced consumption measures, being the length of the
data set.
Among the factors affecting the load, we can emphasize the presence of noise that could be due to diverse
sources, such as system perturbations or uncertainties in
the measurement instrumentation. Atypical values, normally called outliers [1], are also observed in the data.
Moreover, the load curve may present several levels of
seasonality, such as daily, weekly or longer (as it is commonly addressed in aggregated STLF [10]). In addition,
the customer can perform a cyclical production scheme,
and therefore the load may present other seasonal patterns.
is calculated to
The autocorrelation function of
find periodicities in the load. Peaks found on this function
can be
give the period. If there are several periods,
,
differentiated times,
according to [1] to eliminate the first periodicity , and the
can be calculated to find out other
autocorrelation of
periods. Normally a load curve presents at least one periodicity, for example weekly.
The price of energy is different depending of period of
the day, week day, season, etc. Some customers increase
their production (and consequently their power consumption) when the energy price decreases. However, other
customers do not care about this, and there is no relation
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In days off, the energy demand decreases close to zero.
Knowledge in advance about these days is important for
an accurate prediction, as we shall see later, but it often
requires information from the customer, since days off do
not restrict to national or regional vacations. Days off can
,
, using a binary codification.
be coded by
)

2.3













Customer classification

As mentioned above, industrial customers heterogeneity is one of the most important problems of making an
overall forecasting scheme. It is impossible to have a single criterion for selecting input variables for all customers.
On the other hand, to determine the input variables most
adequate for each customer can be an important burden
on the operation in charge of the forecasting models, and
we would like to simplify this work as much as possible.
Thus, we would like to classify customers that are similar,
so that the load prediction scheme for all of them uses the
same input variables. In addition it is interesting to have as
much knowledge as possible about customer behavior, relationships between different customers, and discriminate
customers following their characteristics.
A customer classification is performed from their main
features: sector (i.e. chemical, textile, etc.); size (related
with their mean annual consumption in GWh); seasonality
(found in load curve); load dependence on energy price,
and days off (percentage of total). As explained above,
temperature is nor relevant for industrial customers.
These features have been obtained by the operator experience and some heuristics. In addition, labels high,
medium or low in periodicity or energy price dependence
are suggested after experimental work from a large set of
customers. Thresholds for these fuzzy sets were experimentally found using data from several customers of Iberdrola S.A. These included, but were not restricted to, the
three customers studied in Section 3.1.
The factors that are considered for the classification
are summarized in Table 1. According to them, four prototypes were selected from the customers studied so far.
Then, given a new customer we should find to which prototype is closer, and start from the same input variables
used by the prototype. Though these need not be the
definitive input variables, having them simplifies the variable selection procedure. In section 3.1 we will show three
different customers, each of a different type.
Besides being useful for grouping customers with similar behavior, and serving for input variable selection, the
actual prediction model can be suggested by classification
results, though this issue is not considered here.
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Table 1: Features considered for Customer Classification. EP: Energy
Price. H: high. M: medium. L: low. I: insignificant

2.4

Input variable selection

A set of input variables must be made up to train the
forecasting model. This is customer dependent, as we discussed in previous sections. Not only past values of load,
or earlier, energy price,
, or days off,
, can be considered, but also other related variables,
such as day-of-week code, hour-of-day code, etc. could be
included as candidate variables in order to improve the accuracy of the prediction. Thus, a set of candidate variables
can be made made up, given the customer classification, as
well as operator experience. Next, the most relevant ones
could be identified by cross-validation techniques.
A periodicity is included in input variables provided
that its classification rate is medium or high, and it is coded
as usual [6]:
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feeds it to the output layer. Output neurons generally produce a linear function of the weighted sum of signals from
the hidden layer. Finding adequate weights is the task of
training, and is usually carried out through a gradient descent algorithm, with backpropagation (BP) of the error
[15] from the output to the hidden layers.
Though MLP+BP nets can theoretically approximate
any function [9], they have several inconveniences. First,
they pose a stability-plasticity dilemma [8], i.e. once they
have been trained if they learn new patterns (plasticity)
they forget previous knowledge (stability). Thus, they are
not adequate to offer an adaptive solution. In addition,
the knowledge contained in their weights cannot be expressed in human understandable terms. Adaptive Resonance Theory neural networks [8] solve this inconveniences. Among them, FasArt and FasBack [4] were proposed for function approximation.
FasArt is both a neural network and a fuzzy system,
in both cases responding to an outer structure as that depicted in Figure 1. As a fuzzy system, it has a number of
fuzzy rules with fuzzy antecedents (IF part), stored in the
ARTa module, and fuzzy consequents (THEN part), stored
in the ARTb module. The interART module links them
in a many-to-one mapping, i.e. different antecedents may
have the same consequent. An example of such fuzzy rule
is shown in Figure 2. The rule is true if both antecedent
components belong to their respective fuzzy set, as shown
in the figure. However, a fuzzy rule
for input pair
is not either true or not true; rather, it is true to some de,
gree. In the case of Figure 2 this degree is given by
where is computed as shown in Figure 3. It is noteworthy that several rules can be true to some extent at the
same time, and therefore participate to produce the output,
which is computed as a weighted average of the THEN part
of all active rules.
*

:

where is the hour from the beginning of the measurements, and is the period in hours (i.e. 168 for a weekly
periodicity).
In addition, past load values,
,
could also be included due to their high correlation with
, but only if
. This is because the prediction
should be made one day ahead, but at that time only one
day ago measurements are available. This could be seen
as having to make the prediction two days ahead. If energy price dependence is rated with medium or high,
should also be included as an input variable. Similarly, if
should be included. This is imthere are days off,
perative if these days are a significant percentage of total,
otherwise this can avoided.
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Forecasting models

Neural networks have been widely applied to forecast
problems, including STLF [10]. This is mostly because
their learning capabilities allows them to build prediction
models without a priori knowledge from the problem.
Therefore, they fit as black box predictors in many forecasting schemes.
Among them, Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) [14, 9]
are very popular because of their conceptual simplicity.
They consist of several layers of processing units called
neurons. Usually three layers are used: in the output layer
one neuron outputs the forecasted variable; in the input
layer, neurons are fed with input variables; an intermediate, or hidden layer links the other two. Each hidden
neuron weights the signals coming from the input layer,
produces a non-linear function of this weighted sum, and
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Figure 1: FasArt architecture, consisting of an ARTa module, where the
antecedents of the fuzzy rules are stored, the ARTb module that holds
the consequents, and the interART module.
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Figure 2: Example of fuzzy rule, as those managed by FasArt or FasBack.
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As a neural network, FasArt constructs the fuzzy rules
in the following way: each of the antecedents corresponds
to a fuzzy template, stored in the network weights ,
and , as shown in Figure 3. When a training vector is
presented it is checked if it is similar to any of the existing
templates, i.e. if the pattern belongs to any of the existing fuzzy sets. If so, the template is updated to reflect this
input vector, by modifying weights , and , which
in turn changes the shape of the fuzzy antecedent. If the
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training pattern does not match any existing template, a
new one is created. In addition, the correctness of the prediction is checked, i.e. the THEN part predicted by the
active rule must match the real output presented during
training, or otherwise a new rule is created. Through this
process, FasArt decides both the number of fuzzy rules,
and the shape of their antecedents, using only the available training data, and no a priori knowledge.

















































posed models is shown.
3.1

Case study

Pursuing our goal of validating the proposed forecasting method, three customers of Iberdrola S.A. in Spain
were chosen among a large set of them. The load values
were measured from April, 1 1999 to August, 31 2001 for
all of them. Some information of these customers is hidden due to industrial privacy. They had a significantly different behavior, showing the heterogeneity of customers.
In particular, the three of them were classified differently
using the method described in section 2.3. However, some
similarities can also be found among customers. Customer
A is a concrete manufacturer with a high dependence on
energy price, as well as high weekly and medium daily
of the days were
periodicities. Furthermore, the
days off. Thus, its load curve would be difficult to forecast. Customer B is a car tire manufacturer with a bigger
mean annual consumption also rated as high. The influence of energy price in load curve was rated as low and
the only significant factor affecting the load was a medium
weekly periodicity. Finally, Customer C is a wood products manufacturer. Mean annual consumption was rated
as medium and the load curve showed a medium daily peof the days corresponded to days
riodicity. The
off. Significant characteristics of their classification are
summarized in Table 2.
&


















Figure 3: FasArt membership function for a fuzzy set , and the asso. For an input pattern , the membership
ciated weights, , and
degree to the fuzzy set is given by .














FasBack is a modification of FasArt, that uses backpropagation of the errors to adapt the shape of the fuzzy
antecedents once the rules have been created (i.e. adapt
weights , and ), and thus enhance prediction accuracy. Both in FasArt and FasBack, the number of rules
created can be somewhat controlled by user parameters
and , which balance the compromise between complexity and accuracy. However, because FasBack algorithm
will itself improve accuracy, its and parameters can be
tuned so that it achieves similar accuracy to that of FasArt,
but with smaller complexity, as we shall see in section 3.2.
More details, as well as step-by-step algorithmic description of FasArt and FasBack, can be found in [4].
Finally, it is worth mentioning that other classic approaches are also present in STLF literature. In particular, ARIMA models have been used to build forecasting
schemes. Though this is a well known, reliable statistical technique, it has several disadvantages. First, since
ARIMA models are univariate, they can only use past load
, and the envalues. To account for the type of day,
, a different approach has been used: since
ergy price,
these variables are discrete, a different time series was
built for each of their possible values, and then appropriate ARIMA models identified. Then, the prediction can be
made with the adequate model at each moment. Alternatively, we could perform an intervention analysis [1] with
similar purposes. However, this process is tedious and error prone. In addition, these type of techniques could be
severely affected by the presence of outliers [1], that may
have to be detected and removed in advance.
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3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we validate and discuss the proposed
forecasting method. A comparison among FasArt, FasBack, MLP+BP and statistical ARIMA models is drawn.
Experimental data were provided by a major Spanish
power supplier, Iberdrola S.A. Besides, an example of
easy knowledge extraction by interpretable rules from pro-
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Table 2: Classification of three industrial customers addressed in the experimental work. C#: Customer id, DO: Percentage of days off, DP:
Daily periodicity, WP: Weekly periodicity, DEP: Dependence on Energy
Price

All available data from each customer (
hourly
load measures) were divided into two equal parts. Each set
was used to train the ANN models, then they were interchanged to test the performance of models (i.e. data set 1
was used to test the model that had been trained with data
set 2, and viceversa). Furthermore, training pairs were
randomly ordered before presenting them to the ANN. The
final forecast accuracy was obtained as a simple average of
the results from those two test sets. This approach, cross
validation, ensure certain data set independence [12] and
can avoid overtraining [10]. Due to the difficulty to derive
ARIMA models, they were only identified with the first
part, and they were tested using the second part.
Input variables were identified following strictly the
proposed customer classification. Since each customer
had a different classification, different sets of input variables were used for training each ANN model. Other input variables, such as hour-of-day code, day-of-week code,
or earlier could have
etc. or lagged values of
also been taken into account, but our goal is to validate
the whole proposed method instead of having a little more
accuracy.
Besides selecting input variables, we have to tune the
user parameters of the ANN models. This selection can
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be done for each customer in order to improve accuracy,
though a comparison among results may be somewhat imprecise. On the other hand, if the same parameters were
used for all of them, the results could be compared for
each model and customer more easily. In this paper, we
followed the first approach, since it corresponds to a more
realistic prediction environment.
With respect to ARIMA models, we followed the standard procedure for their identification. First the model
must be identified by a statistical analysis of data, and its
parameters estimated. Next, this model has to be validated
by residual analysis [1]. Finally, the actual prediction is
obtained from this identified model. Since these models
can only deal with univariate data, we need to follow more
complex approaches to account for variables such as dependence on energy price or days off, as explained in section 2.5.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of forecasting models, two widely accepted quantitative measures, such as
RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) and RRMSE (Relative
RMSE), have been used. The former penalize large individual errors with respect to many small errors. Large errors may have worse consequences for the power supplier,
making RMSE an important figure of merit. RRMSE
gives a relative measure of accuracy. Furthermore, the
number of rules generated by FasArt and FasBack is also
shown, as it expresses model complexity.
All simulations were run under MATLAB 6.0 for Windows on a AMD K7 1.4 GHz computer with 512MB of
RAM. The MLP+BP model was developed using Matlab Neural Network Toolbox 4.0, and FasArt and FasBack
were programmed in C by the authors. On average, training and testing took 2.5s for FasArt, 38.2s for FasBack,
and 118.2s for the MLP, for 50 training iterations.
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Table 3: Input variables selected for each customer of Table 2, in order
to train ANN models. C#: Customer id

With respect to the other forecast approaches, it can
be seen that MLPs can achieve similar accuracy. However, the knowledge it acquires cannot be explained, as opposed to the neuro-fuzzy systems. Furthermore, the time
to train the MLP for 50 iterations was much longer that
theirs (more than three times FasBack’s). On the contrary,
to build the ARIMA model we did not need much computation, but rather human effort and heuristic decisions to
determine the model parameters. In addition, its best performance is worse than that achieved by any of the neural
models. This can be due to the importance of days off, that
introduces irregularities in the time series, and the presence of outliers in the data.
Customer B presents a more uniform behavior. Therefore, fewer input variables are needed to achieve a satisfactory prediction of load demand, as shown in Table 3.
Because of this, all models achieve better performance
than with customer A. This is specially noticeable for
ARIMA models, because customer B is much less affected
by days off. Also because of its relative simplicity, FasBack can offer a compact description of the customer behavior, with 48 fuzzy rules, that in addition have less antecedents. Though its performance is comparable to that
of the MLP and FasArt, none of the latter can be interpreted, the MLP because of its construction, and FasArt
because of the excessive number of rules.
Load curve from June, 28th 1999 to July, 4th 1999. actual (solid) − predicted (dotted)
1

Results

As already mentioned in section 3.1, customer A load
demand seems a priori difficult to forecast. This is mostly
due to a marked dependence on the energy price and type
of day, as well as the combination of daily and weekly
periodicities. In fact, the least accurate predictions are obtained for this customer, as shown in Table 4. In addition, because the customer behavior is more complex, involving more variables, many rules are needed to describe
such behavior with FasArt and FasBack. This number is
extremely high in FasArt, spoiling by itself the explainability of the knowledge acquired. However, the number
of rules is far more reasonable in FasBack, constituting a
rule set that is human understandable, and that explains
the customer behavior. We will illustrate this in section
3.3. The difference in the number of rules produced by the
networks stems from the backpropagation learning used
by FasBack. It refines the rules, making them more accurate. Therefore, user parameters balancing complexity and
accuracy can be set to wards less complexity. Moreover,
because rules created in the first training iteration will be
accurate, no other rules will be created afterwords even if
training has proceeded for 50 iterations.
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Figure 4: Actual load curve and FasBack forecast for customer C. Normalized to maximum from Apr. 1999 to Aug. 2001

Finally, customer C is an intermediate case. It has
daily periodicity rated as medium, but most important, it
has a large amount of days off. Therefore, the relation to
should be critical. This fact strongly penalvariable
izes the ARIMA model, that cannot account for this dependence satisfactorily. For the other systems, the above
comments also hold for this customer. It is worth adding
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that the error achieved by all systems is smaller than for
customer A, because the mixed periodicities present in
that customer, that poses a difficulty for the networks to
find the relations between input and output variables.
C#
A

B

C

Results
RMSE
RRMSE
Rules
RMSE
RRMSE
Rules
RMSE
RRMSE
Rules

FasArt
0.1515
0.2025
4308
0.0584
0.1142
1176
0.0923
0.1290
1192

FasBack
0.1362
0.1865
99
0.0583
0.1140
48
0.0871
0.1224
108

MLP
0.1356
0.1858
–
0.0587
0.1148
–
0.0863
0.1212
–

ARIMA
0.1474
0.2143
–
0.0927
0.1280
–
0.1350
0.1983
–

Table 4: Results for the customers under study with ANN and ARIMA
models

Figure 4 shows a piece of the actual and predicted
load curve for customer B, using FasBack as a forecasting model. It shows that the trend of the demand is well
tracked, though in the low level the prediction is not very
accurate. This is reasonable to expect, since minor variations on the energy demand are unpredictable. In fact, the
predicted curve is much smoother than the actual. This is
convenient, since tracking small variations would require
a more complex network, with many more rules, and besides it would not actually contribute to the accuracy of
the prediction, as already discussed.
3.3

Rule extraction from FasBack

In previous section we elaborated on the fact that FasBack can produce a reduced number of rules after the
training, that can be easily understood. In Figure 5 we
show three of these rules for customer C, with their confidence rate (between 0 and 1). Corresponding to the input variables, the rules state their antecedents on the type
of day, two days and one week ago load values and time
within the day. The type of day can only be normal or day
off. The past load values are numbers, that can have a degree of membership to the triangular fuzzy sets depicted in
activates
the figure. For example, in rule #1,
the rule maximally if it is around 0.8. The hour of day antecedents are depicted in a circle, in which hours start at 0
at the right side, and go anticlockwise to end in hour 24 at
the same point. For example, this antecedent for rule #55
can be read as from 1am to 6am.
Rule #1 is a normal rule that says that in a normal day
the forecast should basically follow the load demanded
two days ago. In plain English, rule #1 could be read as
for a normal day, whatever time of the day, if the load
two days ago was high, and also a week ago, then predict
high. Note that this rule is also active, but not as much, if
the load two days ago is not so high.
Rule #55 a more specific rule, also for normal days.
It is active if the time of the day is in the first quarter.
Since the period starts with the day, it corresponds to night
hours. In words, it says that for a normal day, but during
the night hours, and especially if the load two days ago
was medium and a week ago was low, predict low. As
this company has not a dependence on energy price, it is












reasonable to expect that it will consume less during the
night. Note, however, that this rule confidence is not very
high. This is because other nights there is high demand.
Therefore, if this rule is active but also some other that predicts high demand, the prediction of this rule will account
little to the total.
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Figure 5: Rules extracted from FasBack, after training to forecast customer C load

Finally, rule #66 is a typical rule for days off. It states
that if the day is a day off, no matter the hour of the day,
and though two days or a week ago the demand was high,
predict low demand. This is reasonable to expect, since in
days off the work in the company will be reduced, and so
the demand.
To see the performance of FasBack in the test stage, let
us assume that only these three rules constitute the knowledge base (not true). It we had to forecast the load for
a day off, only rule # 66 would be active, and its prediction definitive. If, for a normal day, the hour of day was
around midday, only rule #1 would serve to compute the
prediction. However, if for a normal day the hour was
around 3am, and the demand two days ago and seven days
ago was medium, rule #55 would be too active, and also
rule #1, though not as much. However, since rule #55
has less confidence, both rules could probably contribute
to the prediction similarly. Thus, the predicted demand
would be medium, or slightly high.
4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has proposed a STLF scheme that uses either neuro-fuzzy, neural or statistical models. The importance of this study stems from the recent deregulation
of the power market in Spain, in which forecasting the
demand becomes a critical issue for supplier companies.
Moreover, the forecast of the demand placed solely by
large industrial customers has been pointed out as a need
by many of these suppliers.
Large industrial customers hide some information that
could be useful for the forecast, and therefore it must be
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done with few input variables, most significantly previous load values. To avoid the burden of identifying input
variables for each customer, we proposed the customers be
classified into customer prototypes, and then select a common set of candidate variables for each prototype. This
may result into poorer prediction, but will ease the extension of these techniques to a broader number of customers.
Once the customer was classified, a prediction model
could be derived. Though properties of statistical models are very well known, building one such model usually
requires much human intervention, specially if input variables do not restrict to past load values. On the contrary,
we deal with neural networks as almost black boxes. This
is useful to extend the forecast to more customers.
Though we found experimentally that two of this neural systems, namely MLP and FasBack, achieved better
performance than others, we showed that FasBack can
also be seen as a fuzzy system. As a consequence, the
knowledge it extracted from the data can be expressed into
a rather compact set of fuzzy rules. This rules can be used
to understand more thoroughly the behavior of the customer, as well as to explain how the forecasted load has
been calculated. This property makes FasBack a suitable
technique to embed into the forecasting scheme.
Current research on the application side looks for validating these results on a larger number of customers, as
well as considering other possible input variables. On
the neural network side, we look for improving FasArt
or FasBack to achieve similar performance but with more
reduced a set of rules.
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